
 
 

 
        

Shop Safety 
Chapter 1 
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ACROSS

1 When using a fire extinguisher, remember the word ____.

5 Safety glasses should meet standard ____ Z87.1.

6 A ___ ________ fire extinguisher is good for Class A, B, or C fires by

coating the flammable materials, which eliminates the oxygen from 

the fire.

12 ________ gloves are exactly like latex gloves, but are not affected by

gas, oil, or solvents.

13 All shop areas must be equipped with a _____ ___ ___ and an eye

wash station centrally located and kept stocked with emergency 

supplies.

14 A _____ fire extinguisher, usually in a pressurized container, is good

to use on Class A fires by reducing the temperature to the point where

a fire cannot be sustained.

16 Chemical cleaning involves one of several cleaning solutions,

including detergent, solvents, or small, living microorganisms called 

________ that eat oil and grease.

18 Service technicians working under a vehicle should wear a ____ ___

to protect the head against under-vehicle objects and pads of the lift.

19 An ___ ____ _______ should be centrally located and used whenever

any liquid or chemical gets into the eyes.

20 The process of ignition without an open flame is called ___________

__________.

DOW N

2 If _____-____ _____ are not available, then leather-topped shoes

offer more protection than canvas or cloth covered shoes.

3 A ______ _______ fire extinguisher is good for almost any type of fire,

especially Class B or Class C materials.

4 If a person is on fire, a ____ _______ should be removed from its

storage bag and thrown over and around the victim to smother the 

fire.

7 ______ _______ should be worn at all times when working on or

around any vehicle or servicing any component.

8 There are four classes of ____ _____________.

9 Ear protection should be worn if the sound around you is higher than

90 ________.

10 ________ gloves are inexpensive and are not affected by gas, oil, or

solvents.

11 _________ gloves are usually made of synthetic leather and spandex

and provide thermo protection, as well as protection from dirt and 

grime.

15 A plastic or rawhide mallet or plastic covered dead-blow hammer is

used to pound ________.

16 A _______ area is

17 Safety glasses or the most important personal protective equipment (

_ _ _ ) a technician should wear.


